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About This Game
Ember's a fox who loves adventure. Run, jump, and ride through 30+ colorful, fast-paced obstacle courses in a quest to get your
missing soul back! Slip past fire-breathing dragons or weave between hungry over-sized goldfish... Ember's ultra-simple control
scheme is easy for anyone to pick up and get hooked!
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The hidden object scenes and mini games are very easy, but the animation and the story are nice. If you can grab it for less, you
could give it a try.. Good and simple mathematical puzzle.
Numbers, numbers, numbers...
. I think creator of this game when create it was drunk, very very drunk.... Don't make the mistake of buying this when
intoxicated, like I did.
You get a reskin for a single gun. That reskin may or may not change the stats of the gun. I don't care, that will not change my
opinion on this worthless DLC.
You also get some other tiny crap that you can use in O-N-E of your playthroughs.
The reskin is available in all playthroughs but makes picking up duplicate dropped weapons a chore, since you do not
automaticaly get the ammo from it. Therefore I sold the gun shortly after.
This DLC is not worth a single Dollar\/Euro\/Rubel\/Yen.. age of bug surprise !!!
Your biggest challenge seems to be creating new bugs after every single "patch" or "dlc". It's embarrassing to describe
this♥♥♥♥♥♥as your work.. A really interesting history of the beginnings of Atari and early videogame design, straight from
the mouth of the men & women who were actually involved. A must see for any true fan of video games.. I love those kind of
games - made with love. If you like Penarium i also recommend Fort Meow. i dont now how to put it on my gun because i payed
for it but it wont work
. The game is terrible, it tries to be uplink but dumbs the game down to "Do this, okay that is done do that" and doesn't just hold
your hand the entire game but straps you to it with a harness and some objectives didn't show for me so overrall get Uplink,
reasons: 1) costs less. 2) a lot more fun and in depth 3) Has onlink and a ton of other mods to get if you get bored 4) typing into
a console isn't the only thing a hacker does 6) the game has varity so I rate this 1\/10 poorly constructed money grabing game
with DLC that sucks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665too.. Very nice Point'n'Click HOG Mix! A secret pearl! Not very long,
but cute, stylish and more diversified than some premium Artifex Mundis. Very charming & funny!!! Try it out - the price is
more than ok ...
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Fun, addicting and totally chill game.. Terrible! Seriously Don't Wates Your Money Like I Did! I'm Trying To Save You From
A Total Waste Of Money!
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
Bottom Line (THE GAME SUCKS) It's no pizza conection 2 thats for sure :(
[NEGATIVE REVIEW]. They do the job make him more Fear and cool. 80/100
Ave Victoria!. rep FalleN
+rep Taz. To put it simple, this game is a mindless kind've fun. Just launch the game, blast a whole lot of baddies and collect all
40 achievments. It is no masterpiece of course, but for a budget priced game, you get a good amount of value out of your
money. The only isue I have with it is the scoring system. One of the bonus levels make it virtually impossible to lose, and I was
racking up points for over 15 minutes..but after you hit the max points, your score resets into the negatives. This happened at
least 3 times throughout that level and ruined the fun of the scoring system for the rest of the game. Overall Recommended
though ^_^. Boring. No challenge at all, its barely a game.. Disclaimer; I paid $2 for this while it was on sale, so my review can't
really take price into account.
Pros;
- Short and to the point
- Interesting mechanics
- Aesthetics are similar to Papers, Please
- Replayability is high
Cons;
- Short; too short for some, lasting only 30-45 minutes per playthrough
- Very little feedback; your actions have direct consequences, but cause and effect are painfully vague
- Lack of depth; despite high replayability, each playthrough won't differ by much, mostly changing only the endings you
receive
Conclusion;
- Buy it cheap and don't expect it to be as good as Papers and you'll be golden.. The flight center I'm taking my flight lessons
from uses PA28s (granted, they're the 161, not the 180), so I figured this would be pretty helpful as a personal training tool. I've
been flying the things for just under 2 and a half years, and from what I can tell so far, the flight model on this is pretty faithful
to the real thing. The panel layout also feels very familiar, with only a few differences (I can chalk that up to it beign a different
model though). The only real problem I've noticed is that the turn coordinator tends to go a little nuts when you bank even
slightly. I dip the wings into a standard rate turn, and the indicator shows the plane practically going knife-edge.
Overall though, it's pretty solid, and works really well as a training tool.. I really liked this game. Yeah it is short, but it is
interesting and different. The idea is very itresting and sad showing a deep and pleasurable experience that shows in some ways
the plight of the Irish and celts in general. Can't wait for part 2 and considering this game is 5 dollars why haven't you bought it.
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